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FIRSTLY,

THANK YOU
FOR CONSIDERING US

We are about to embark on a massive
adventure together, with a single purpose; to
grow our clients’ organizations.
Each and every month, we’ll be working
together to optimize their marketing campaigns.
Thank you for considering my mission. I’d love
to get to know you and I am excited about
transforming people’s lives.
Theirs – and ours.
To our continued collaboration!

Lodewijk Veldhuijzen ‘Louis’
Founder
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Dear all,
Again, nice to e-meet you. My name is Louis and I’m recruiting a Contract Google Ads & Landing
Page Specialist. Compensation is per managed project.
Thank you so much for applying and good luck!

The scenario
Who are we?
The agency is called MSP Launchpad and with this application we have officially started
growing! The future is all planned out and it’s going to be awesome. I (founder & only current
employee) have previous experience as an MSP Regional Sales and Marketing Manager and was
co-founder of a tech start-up.

Who are we helping?
We help Managed Services Providers (MSPs) to get pre-qualified leads. MSPs are the IT-support
businesses that deliver IT-infrastructure and monthly maintenance services to other small –
and medium-sized businesses (40+ staff). The contracts are fairly large and MSPs have
traditionally relied on referrals for growth. Many MSPs have gotten burned by other lead-gen
agencies before; it’s a tough marketing-nut to crack and that makes it really fun and rewarding.
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What makes us stand out as an employer?
MSP Launchpad exclusively focuses on MSP Lead Generation through PPC – primarily Google &
landing pages. We are also low-ego, ethical and unapologetically self-acceptant.
-

-

-

Work is 100% remote.
Hiring process is rough, meaning you’ll soon have a team of equally gifted PPC experts
around you, to share ideas with and to improve upon your talents with.
Freedom to experiment new PPC strategies.
People tend to appreciate me professionally 😊 After our tech start-up failed, all 3
engineers asked me to work with them on new projects, which they (co-)founded
themselves.
Though results are the primary objective (we’re going to be aiming to be the best in the
world at MSP PPC), in terms of culture I’m hoping/looking to build a team I can geek out
with.
As our repertoire of case studies grows and our fees increase, so will your
compensation.

The position
Responsibilities
Build and manage paid search campaigns for clients. Google PPC + landing pages. In more
detail:
-

-

Manage multiple campaigns simultaneously.
Strategically consider which of our advertising methods/landing pages would best fit
our clients and execute on those.
Create, maintain and optimize Google PPC campaigns. Facebook PPC is a plus.
Maintain full transparency in all data and be able to deliver all at a moment’s notice:
metrics, CPL, etc. Includes use of tools like Callrail or its competitors in Europe.
Expert with SEM tools and automation, utilizing bid rules, appending keyword modifiers.
Create, maintain and optimize B2B landing pages from A – Z: including copy, A/B testing,
CTR optimization etc. Being able to utilize Webflow.com to similar results as other
landing page builders is a plus.
Occasionally assist in updating website content (knowledge of Webflow).
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-

Put together digital ad reporting for clients (Google Analytics).
Ongoing education to remain dominant in cutting-edge PPC disciplines.
Able to react to change productively and handle other essential tasks relating to your
account as assigned.
Work collaboratively with me to craft a strategic message and set proper client
expectations.
Learn from the rest of the team, so all reach a higher standard of performance.
Teach the rest of the team, so all reach a higher standard of performance.
Patience with (and guide) me when I am not yet aware of something, as I’m specifically
looking to hire people who are better at this than myself.

Profile
-

Minimum 2 years’ experience in Google PPC & landing page development.
Minimum 4 years in general digital marketing.
Excited to learn from (and teach other) PPC experts.
Demonstrated track record of success in B2B PPC.
Heavily process-driven PPC optimizer who has been comfortably settled in his working
routine for a long time.
You are (self-proclaimed, but sincerely) one of the top 5% performers in the industry.
Friendly, reliable and ethical.

Next step
If this sounds like an opportunity you’d be interested in exploring, please take a look at the
entire video introduction of myself and the company HERE. It will elaborate further on the
application procedure.

With warm regards,

Louis
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Thank you for wanting to
help others
Remember, we want the be the household name for MSP PPC. If you’re up for it,
please apply. This team is going to build awesome, out-of-the-box solutions
and impact a lot of lives. Your efforts are going to do that. Join us!

